
CDCES MINUTES  May 20, 2015 

 

Sharing and Prayer 
Present:  Harold Hauser, Mildred Riley, Bruce Rogers, Norm Dyer, David White, 
Josh Heussner. Durwood Jaeger, Josh Huessner, Patty Nance, Randy Adams, 
Jim Frisbie 
    
Visitors:  Greg Nelson and Sandy Lofy joined for communication discussion. 
Excused Absence: Norm White, Lowell DS,   
 
Moved and Accepted -  April Minutes as amended  
 
OLD BUSINESS:  
Communications:  Josh presented his website research.  Greg Nelson talked 
about what the conference can offer.  Agree with the need for graphics.  What 
UMOI offers is the ability to support us on many levels of creative connected 
“child” pages.   to our site. Scott, Patty and Josh on sub-committee to connect 
and make some recommendations on making an eye-catching, well-done web 
presence.  MSP that we stick with the UMOI connected web presence.       
 
Treasurer transition: Left this with checking with people in their congregations.  
This person would sign checks and present report to us monthly. Scott willing to 
do it for the time being, on a temporary basis, until we find someone else.  We 
are all to talk to people in our churches who might take this on and join the board.     
   
Bookkeeper handed out a new form to sign from the bank to get access to the 
accounts.   
 
Insurance: Norm reported on what he knows thus far on insurance coverage for 
the board.  Decided that the insurance used by the Cascadia district is not helpful 
for us.  Scott mentioned a type of PTA insurance that can cover us as directors.   
 
All committees are updating policies and procedures:  Loans are done.  
Others need to be finished by next committee meeting.   
 
Park Rose Scholarship Policy Request —  we had asked for more information 
from them through Lowell.  We have not heard anything.  
 
Sunnyside Closure —  Lowell will have more information on this. Not closing until 
September. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
 
Bennet Chapel — closing as well.  Letter sent on April 27th. They will discontinue 
as a congregation as of July 1st. 
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Planned Giving —  how might individuals give toward CDCES in their wills?  How 
can we get more creative?  New directions that we can go.  Suggested we get 
our website/communications in line then we can look more toward this.   
   
Investment Committee: Report from Sherry in Greg’s office.  Current market 
discussion.  Believed in the current market it calls for care.  There is a sense of 
“unease” with the large amount of cash in the equity portfolio that has not been 
invested.  The question was raised whether we should look toward a new 
advisor.  Jim will take this to Greg.  Discussed our risk tolerance. We would like 
to know “why he has not invested?” “Why hasn’t he invested in an index fund 
while waiting?” “What is the proportion of investment for different levels of risk?”  
 
We are serious on this, as we have not seen any action since November.    
 
We are also to determine “socially responsible investing.”  
 
Audits:  Nothing on this.  
Grants:  University Park “Women of Wonder Project” which grew out of longterm 
stage 4 cancer diagnosis of one of their members.  They have begun this new 
ministry providing food, support, care, joy, and providing of “bucket list” events. 
Grant to help support this ministry to these women suffering with cancer.  
Seeking $3000 from Fund for Vital Ministries.  Motion made that if confirmed by 
Lowell, this can be funded.  Motion: Voted to grant $2000 from Dennis Fund 
and $1000 from CES.  Second Motion:  That we add $2000 to this grant from 
Vital Ministries grant.  Discussion.  Didn’t pass.   
 
Make this a grant from regular funds.  And we understand this may cost more. 
We want to communicate this to the church that if they’d like to resubmit a vital 
ministry grant, we would be happy to consider it.    
 
Loan Committee:  No loans 
Nominations Report:  No report  
 
Treasurer’s Report:  
10,000+ over previous month.  Short term went down by 12,000.   
Increasing our deficit up over $1000.   
YTD:  $3500 from churches, expenses $5000+ 
All Loans current, and we are delinquent $15,700+.   
Requests for withdrawals:  $30,000 (Sunnyside). Emptied Little Fund last month.  
Income for loan portfolio:  3.393% 
Short Term:  Lost $8000+ on unrealized gain.   
Annualized ST return YTD:  3.975% 
Annualized LT return YTD:  2.7% 
Equity went up:  17G+ for the month 
Holdings — mostly doing well.   
Annualized return YTD:  2.4% 
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Cash Balances: 
 
Operating  $11,089 
Loan $67,077 
Short Term $28,688 —  % annualized returns 
Long Term $57,882 — % annualized returns  
Equity  $229,997 —   
 
We will need to discuss the possibility of a trip up the gorge with Erin 
Martin after she comes on board.   
 
Excused for the June 17th meeting:  Durwood Jaeger.  Brian Shimer. Josh H will 
be taking minutes for that meeting. Any others who know they will be absent 
ought to make contact with Kathy Boyes or Sandy Lofy. 


